CUSTOMER ENDORSEMENT

Goran (Sweden) - I can tell you that all my customers are so happy with the GliderGuider!
Its a great product and works perfect in the sun!
Joachim (Germany) - Thank for your support and all the effort you committed to help me. I
really appreciate this.
Andy (UK) - We are over the moon with our new GliderGuider – thank you! I have been an
LK8000 enthusiast since it started; your display does it justice.
Claudia (UK) - I've used GliderGuider in a comp and on a variety of cross-country flights this
year. The display is very bright and clear, much better than anything I've used before.
Roger (UK) - I'd just like to say what a fantastic level of service you have provided, right
through from initial enquiry to final shipping. Thanks!
Paul (UK) - Well, I finally had the opportunity to do a really good, hands-on test of the
GliderGuider this weekend. I used it during a 3 hour cross-country flight and, in a nutshell, it
was brilliant! Read more here.
Senne (Netherlands) - Today I received the GliderGuider in a perfect state, for which many
thanks. As your service was perfect, I will recommend you to any friends intending to buy a
GPS.
Adrian (UK/Australia) – For all of my flights in Australia, totalling about 16 hrs, the
GliderGuider worked flawlessly. It was perfectly readable in the bright summer sun. Thanks
for a good product and support!
John (Australia) - I have been having a wonderful time using my GliderGuider here in
Corowa New South Wales. For the first time I have a GPS that doesn't require half the
screen display features to be turned off so it can be read! It’s the bee’s knees!
Simon (UK) - Thanks again for the fantastic service. I am extremely happy with
GliderGuider, and relieved at having an "out of the box" solution. First and foremost I was
looking for a reasonably priced sunlight readable PDA that would perform well as a stand
alone unit as I fly a number of different machines. The screen is extremely bright, and boasts
a good contrast ratio so the display is clear, and absolutely great in direct sunlight (even with
dark sunglasses). The GPS engine is fast and responsive, but what has been most
impressive is how reliable it has been. It has not dropped signal once, so the
GPS optimization you have made puts it head and shoulders above the "consumer grade"
solutions I’ve toyed with. I am also hugely grateful for you making up a charging cable which
has allowed me to run off the club glider's battery. I look forward to many more seasons with
GG for guidance, and will be coming back when I need to install GG more permanently in my
own machine!
Maureen (UK) - The clarity of the screen is spectacular - we really like it.
Andy (UK) – GliderGuider is a fantastic must have for soaring pilots. Coming in at half the
cost of competitors, whilst retaining all of the features. The display is extremely bright and
genuinely readable in direct sunlight, whilst running Win CE Operating System allowing use
of your favourite software. The design is sleek and rugged, with all the required components
included in the pack. The Glider Guider team are a pleasure to deal with, going above and
beyond to ensure you receive a complete solution. This device has been tweaked since first
conception, with inputs from glider pilots, to ensure the very best components are used for
the specialist operation demanded by glider pilots. I can’t recommend this product enough!
Mike (UK) - I have used my GliderGuider on many occasions since I purchased it a few
months ago, with LK-8000 installed. Without question, it has exceeded my expectations in
terms of Features, Functionality, ease of operation and the screen visibility in bright sunlight.
Much needed and a great benefit to the Gliding community!
Graham (UK) - Just used GliderGuider in South Africa, very readable in all conditions, the
LK8000 loaded is surprisingly good software and of course free!
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Chris (UK) - I am delighted with SkyDemon running on the GliderGuider. The Screen is
easily bright enough for the brightest conditions, the GPS engine is very fast and it is an
ideal mobile device on which to run SkyDemon. Can I also compliment you on the pre
purchase customer service that you provided in promptly answering all the queries that I had
and for your patience? You certainly went above and beyond. I cannot recommend your
overall customer service and indeed the Glider Guider product highly enough to the GA
powered flight community. The glider community certainly has some well kept secrets!
John (Australia) - I purchased a GliderGuider from Allan [www.gliderguider.net] in the UK. I
have used it extensively the past few weeks on numerous flights, and I must say it beats
everything else I have seen hands down. Even with my dark sun glasses, I can still read the
5" screen with ease. So much better than my HP Ipaq 210, which was my bench-mark until
now. I spoke to and e-mailed Allan a number of times prior to purchase, and I must say they
really know what they are talking about when it comes to interfacing different gliding
systems.
Colin (UK) - I took delivery of my GliderGuider about 3 weeks ago and have since had
several flights with it - and also with my old iPAQ operating for back-up while building
confidence and to enable side-by-side comparison. I started with the GliderGuider on the
suction mount provided and with a connection to an auxiliary battery to allow operation for
flights up to 6 hours. More recently I have (with very considerable assistance from Allan
[www.gliderguider.net] who I can vouch for as someone willing to go the extra mile to make
sure the product gives full Satisfaction) created a permanent mount for the GliderGuider,
with permanent connections to the glider battery circuit and to the Flarm. The brightness and
clarity of display is vastly superior to the old iPAQ. I hope I sound enthusiastic about the
product ... because I am!
Marco (Netherlands) - I already had it side by side outside in the evening sun and the
difference is obvious. What really makes the difference is the anti glare coating. No reflection
on the GliderGuider.
Robert (UK) - I have just installed and flown with the GliderGuider for the first time.
Previously I used an iPAQ which had a lot of shortcomings with reflections even though I
had an anti-reflective cover. Probably the biggest problem was flying into a low sun with sun
glasses on where I found I could not read anything on the iPAQ screen. The Glider Guider
simply solves all of those problems. Yesterday's flight was on a blue day and at all times the
screen could be read with ease. I was pleasantly surprised how much better it is with the
larger screen as well. It will give space for a few more "Nav Boxes” which up until now I
have to limit to a single row in order to keep the map visible.
Steve (UK) - I flew with the GliderGuider yesterday, excellent screen. Thanks!
Jon (UK) - Just got back to the UK and tried the GliderGuider for the first time in anger
today. Had an hour in the blue, with full sunshine on the panel and it is perfectly visible.
Gordon (UK) - I found it [the GliderGuider] a great improvement over my old PDA. The best
thing is that I don't have to lift my sun glasses and/or shield the display with my map to see
the screen. This is a big safety feature as my eyes are only in the cockpit for a fraction of the
time compared to the old one. The touch screen is very responsive and I get the navigation
information very quickly.
Mark (UK) - Thanks Allan for your excellent service, including exceptionally prompt and wellinformed responses to my various questions. At the moment the GliderGuider is the
PNA/PDA of choice for glider pilots. The screen is in a different league to the previous
generation for sunlight readability. I also welcome the aviation optimised internal GPS which
means that when using the internal GPS, thermal, wind and final glide calculations will be far
more accurate than with most other phones or PNA’s.
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